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Gender
glass ceiling
Are Indian organlsatlons more masculine?
Aartl feels her organisation's strategy is
designed to dwarf the growth of women

AST week my boss, Sinha (VP,
marketing), read out a news item
about HLL appointing its first-
ever lady director on the board.
"See?" he said, "I told you there
.s no gender difference in good
rganisations. HLL is like us." I

smiled. Like us? I said that at Frapps (our
firm) the gender glass ceiling is intact!
Sinha was upset. "Aarti, what is it that you
want?" he asked. "Youwant me to appoint
you on the board?"

But that would take a lot of unlearning, I
said to him. "Unlearning what?" he asked.
And then I gave him some gyaan on Hofst-
ede's theory. Hofstede defined culture as a
mental software, built over time since child-
hood. These are patterns that get cut like grooves
in your mind and determine how you think, feel,
respond and act. Thus people in the same environ-
ment have similar patterns. Not that these can't be
changed. But to change them, you need to first unlearn
them before you cut newer grooves.

Sinha was pleased. "So you are planning to move to HR?" he
asked. I said no. I was trying to understand our consumers better
and change their response patterns. "Tellme more," he said. Hofst-
ede' I explained, categorised cultures into five dimensions. But let
me tell you about two which we need to understand if we want to
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be like HLL. One is simply power-distance, where, he says, in high
power-distance countries, bosses are autocratic. In low power-dis-
tance countries, subordinates challenge their bosses, and hence
there is a consultative management style. Sinha liked this.

The second dimension of Hofstede's theory expresses goals on
a masculine- feminine pole. Feminine values are those of caring,
good interpersonal relationships, equality, etc. Masculine values
in a culture are those associated with assertiveness, aggression,
.competition, success. So in countries where feminine values are
important, employees co-operate, have good working relation-
ships, work for betterment, etc. Where masculine values are im-
portant, people tend to value opportunities for earnings, recogni-
tion and growth.

Sinha chewed his lip. Frapps, I said, is heavily skewed towards
the masculine. Sinha thum-ped the table: "Just because we don't
have a lady on the board?" No, I said, let me explain. Take the
training programme. At Frapps you start off as a sales trainee un-
der an area manager. After a year, trainees are shifted to sales or
marketing. But not all trainees. Women trainees are transferred
to brand management, or into safe roles like market develop-
ment or market research, while male trainees are transferred as
area sales managers.

Sowhen it happened to me, I questioned what they call 'time-
tested practices'. I asked: "Why can't women go into sales.?"There
were no corporate reasons, just individual opinions aggregated

over time to become 'time- tested practices'. Some mumbling
happened about the fact that women cannot travel, that ru-

ral areas are so dicey. But Frapps is a durables company
and we tout 'high growth in urban markets'! So women

can be in urban areas! Another mumbler said, oh, we
have no women's toilets in our sales offices. So build
them, I said. What's the issue? It is, again, an aggre-
gation of the personal philosophies of the local
Socrateses and Platos: they believe you need an
aggressive profile for that... I will come to this
soon. But at Frapps, sales is masculine, market-
ing feminine, by covert definition. Marketing is
considered a sissy job - for women and non-
performing men. Sinha was embarrassed.

Phase two: The women grow as brand
managers (BM), four to five years pass and it's
time to get promoted. So the men in sales and
the women in brand management both come
up for promotion. But at Frapps, the men are
promoted first because they have sales experi-
ence. Catch 22? This is where we can unlearn: if

sales experience is needed for promotion, then it
is Frapps's responsibility to give women the requi-

site experience, rather than transferring them to
marketing and keeping them in limbo. Either the

promotion policies change or equal experience
should be ensured.
So I was told that I cannot be promoted to marketing

positions A, Band C because I don't have sales experience.
I was stunned. HR was annoyed that I was stunned. "Do you

have sales experience?" they asked. "Of course I don't, and you
know it," I said. "Then how?" they asked. They missed the point: I
was stunned because I could see how the whole training system
was crafted. It's designed to make the women unfit for any growth
at all. Sinha disagreed. "You've got it all wrong!"

It's not that we are a small fumbling company. We are big
enough for men here to huddle and proclaim: "Wow, look!
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HLL has appointed a woman on their board!" What is it about
women that causes disturbance and debates? The men at our
table said: "Oh, Frapps should encourage women now." I said that
that was too small a fig leaf to hide our core attitude to women.
Men here are ultra-sensitive to women in management. Recently,
when our client service team at Lexicon became all-women,
Sinha asked their CEO to induct some men for what he called 'di-
versity in ideation'!

Fappshires two women every year and the system ensures
their death and decay in a structured five-year span. (TWo
women opted for marriage out of sheer frustration, and
moved to newer locations and actually landed stellar jobs.
TWoothers from the last batch fled the country! Now there

are three of us left.) Why does Frapps hire women? It's the same
headline-seeking reason: to lend the image of a forward-looking
organisation.

Shradda, our account director at Lexicon, said: "Women are not
recognisable resources which you can know and understand, like
you would a computer, which is a necessity at the workplace.
Hence the glass ceiling here. Whereas in service companies like ad
agencies, research outfits, women are respectfully acknowledged.
Maybe it's because the men there are in touch with their 'inner
woman' - the respectful, compassionate side that people in serv-
ice organisations possess. Also, women are insecure by nature,
they do look for acknowledgement from men. I guess in a chau-
vinistic society like ours, it is to be expected - the perpetual need
for approval from our dads, our brothers, husbands and sons."
Truth is, we have years of conditioning sitting in our ONAs. But
grown men and women cannot be changed by will or desire.

Yes,women look for acceptance and approval in India, that's a
truth. One, because we have no dignity oflabour; two, because we
have a clear power-distance in our culture in which men have to
have and own power, men have to have egos, men have to be
looked after ....Then we say in the same breath that women are the
workers, they are born into lives of service, giving, hardship (aurat
ka janami, ... which is also why we promote fairness creams for
women; which is why we are very indulgent in ads when we show
a man washing clothes.

The power-distance between the genders in this country is re-
inforced culturally. Being a masculine society, we attribute power,
aggression, risk taking, authority and the like to masculine traits,
because traditionally these behaviours have been displayed by
men, and men held the jobs. So if a woman holds a job she cannot
be credited with those attributes, or if she has those attributes, we
cannot credit her with co-existing femininity. Frapps is caught in
that dilemma: women are not smart; if a person is smart, then it
cannot be a woman.

It's good that women are more learning-oriented than promo-
tion-oriented. Therefore, women by nature are more develop-
ment driven, evolution driven than men who are performance
driven. Women are the preservers ... of everything ... from families
to companies.

Sinha choked. "Tell me," he said, "how are women different
from men in the workplace?"

Women just look at the issue at hand and want to solve it; men
think around the problem.

Men are more guarded in their speech, women ramble ... and
funnily, stumble on to the answer. Men are conscious of people,
positions. Women are not touched by people or positions in the
work place. Women will worry about the long-term, like 'what will
happen to the brand 10 years later' and pine over it. Men look at
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the short-term and how will it help in their promotion. Women
are definitely out-of-the-box thinkers; men want to put every-
thing in a format. Men pander to lobbies; women don't.. ..

Funnily, HR at Frapps is quite women-oriented. In the last six
years there has been a tremendous attrition of male HR man-
agers. The women have stayed on despite marriage, babies and
husbands. While I think it's loyalty and nurturing quality, Sinha
thinks women stick around for the 'bird in the hand' advantage.
But the girls in marketing have left even without a job, or taken a
dilution of two years, or have gone back to sales to get that quan-
tum leap into real marketing. My loyalty theory was based on the
fact that men left for better jobs and overseas postings. Men look
for their big chance, women at least pitch tents. And women have
objectives at a job: learning, value addition, input, etc. They won't
move until these objectives are fulfilled. Sinha said: "Man is the
traditional hunter and bread-winner. Of course, he has to stalk for
better pasture." Read above: man and the short term!

The gender-distance theory is deeply linked with the power-
distance theory. At Frapps, marketing is considered a sissy job.
Not powerful enough. So if you are in marketing, it's either be-
cause you are a non-performer, a woman, or you have been de-
valued. Parthiv, my colleague, was mortified about getting into
marketing after his training because all the macho guys he ad-
mired in the company were in sales and they constantly derided
the sissy marketing guys. At Frapps, marketing is so un-men; it's
all talk and no walk; it is mental muscle versus physical ma-
chismo. In sales, you have results of your work month after
month, opposed to marketing's justification of long-term bene-
fits. That really is deflating for men.

Also, in sales, you are away from HO's straightjacket - deco-
rum, formal dressing, polite conversation, reports, daily feed-
back ... in short, the lack of freedom. And freedom is powerful,
(very masculine.) We use this ploy in our ads: "Put the power back
into your life: buy Frapps, buy your freedom!"

At Prapps, the centre stage is held by sales; loud talk peppered
with expletives. A lot like the only male child in an all-women
household. So, marketing objectives are always abandoned in
deference to sales target achievement. Sinha hated this. The flip
side, I told him, is that there is the constant need to justify to sales,
which makes the marketing people very defensive. So when sales
people join marketing, they are always on the back foot because
they know how they are perceived by sales; hence they start
churning out sales promotions rather than brand strategies.

"What do you mean men pander to lobbies?" asked Sinha. I
ducked that one, but at every Frapps party, it is usually Sinha in
the middle, and all of us in a circle around him. He relates stories
about some heated exchange with a dealer and how he won.
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We have heard these numerous times, but the guys laugh as if it's
the first time they are hearing it. The women just walk away and
look at the art. Also, men call their superiors 'boss'; women use
the first name.

At Frapps, to qualify for a sales job you need an 'aggressive sales
profile'. Did Sinha think that women are not aggressive? "Oh no,"
said Sinha, "where do we say women are not aggressive?" But I will
decode Frapps' definition of 'aggressive profile': dumping 'maar
by force on dealers, arm-twisting for payments, intimidation-
the last lap being the pub. I told Sinha, women won't resort to loud
conversations, but to long-term value additions; women may not
exceed targets this month or the next, but would have paved the
path for a positive relationship with dealers. See Raksha Vyas of
Meyko, our key competitor. Awoman, VP (sales), and see how she
manages her dealers! A sore point at Frapps. I have heard men
here snigger and speculate about Raksha. And why? Raksha hap-
pens to be a stunning looker too. At Frapps they call her an 'item
number'. Sinha looked away.

"Try and understand, Aarti. It is intrinsic to being a man, all this
lewd talk," he said. "But honestly, they don't mean harm." (Eh?)
"You tell me, how can women area managers bond with the sales
officers? At the end of the month, bonding usually-happens in
bars with all these dancing ladies. How can women manage
that?"I repeated Hofstede's masculine-feminine theory, lest Sinha
had forgotten.

Sinha said: "But I like your point about women being evolu-
tion driven, the preservers of families and companies." That
is true in very subtle ways, never to be comprehended by
man, I said. The bonding happens only when you stick it out
through thick and thin, which may explain why it's mostly

men who crawl into extra-marital affairs, and rarely women. One
can even say that men of the 1970s were balanced in their male
and female traits. They stuck by an organisation for 30 years, and
not because opportunities were less. 'My company, my family'
made sense. Today it sounds limp. Shallow.

And that's what the country did not prepare for when it opened
the doors to competition. In came more employers and man the
wanderer, adventurer, risk taker, pleasure hunter, did just that. He
wandered and found new breeding ground, but told the Press he
liked new challenges ... told his family he was doing it for them.
Hofstede would say it's the desire for recognition, success and
continuous challenge.

Sinha reiterated his 'man the breadwinner' theory, but soon
asked: "Why do you say marketing behaves like it is subservient to
sales?" In marketing, your boss is a few feet away from you and in-

variably pokes his fingers in all your pies. Sinha protested, but I
went on. In sales, the boss sits at the state capital-

Bangalore - while you are slumming it out in
Dharwar. The area manager has only one re-

sponsibility: target achievement. In marketing,
there is a lot of vague stuff in the job profile:
designing POp, dealer schemes, advertising,
etc., that needs approvals at all points. You
end up writing reports to initiate new acts
and reports to justify them. In fact and in the
end, you are the boss of nothing.

All this to justify your existence to sales,
that you do good work. Isn't that why we give

the job of arranging dealer melas to marketing?
The marketing managers are thus reduced to mere

event managers: hotel bookings, booze purchases,
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gift purchases, achievement certificates, and pay-
ments. At Frapps, this is brand management, be-
cause didn't we pro me marketing as 'not a key
result area'? Hence we dump our women
there. Can you imagine this at HLL,wasting a
month for the sales conference and another
for the dealer conference? That is why their
women make it to their board.

Seven years ago, the Frapps team met us at
campus. Sinha, the then senior product man-
ager, was on the panel. Frapps was losing
market share and the board was pushing for a
sales-driven strategy, unlike its marketing-driven
competitors. Sinha had fought that and carried
his fight to the campus. He initiated this discussion on
sales-driven versus marketing-driven organisations and fed us
with a lot of numbers to sell his point that real success lay in being
marketing driven.

"Frapps needs a shake out!" he had said. "It needs amazing
long-term focus, relationship building with the network, sacking
some and lateral recruitments of pure marketing people. It has to
entail a total mindset shift across the organisation, so the perfect
boss will have to be a marketing dictator, with an awareness of
what can be achieved through marketing."

I fell for his amazing energetic vision. I had imagined he was the
MD in waiting. He said: "So Frapps has formed a new 'strategic
marketing' department to hire whizkids. We want to have a TV in
every household in India, we are exploring the phenomenon of
interactive Tv, we will change the face of communications, we are
even looking at nanotechnology ..." Sinha spoke, but in fact I heard
him as Dhirubhai Ambani, telling Mukesh that mass telecom
would work in India only if one could crack the Re 1 postcard. I
bought into that vision and handed my life to Sinha on a platter,
with an unspoken, 'command me' appeal.

The reality is that, at Frapps, marketing flounders. BMs should
be doing real branding activities, instead of mere dealer schemes.
Wewere having lunch one day, when in walked the sales manager.
"Listen you guys, Meyko is offering dealers one 14-inch TV free
with the purchase of two 29-inch TVs.The market is ablaze! How
willwe ever sell? Humko bhi 29-inch pe kuchh dena padega; dis-
tributors are talking ofieaving Frapps! Kuch scheme do, either for-
eign trip or even a gold coin!" So we sit there and develop schemes
for sales. Is this branding?

I have stuck by Sinha's original vision, and, despite my earlier
misgivings, I try to work on serious marketing. Whenever I make a
presentation on some serious branding activity, I am shooed and
politely told: "That is phase two activity". For example, when LG
began to brand its refrigerators and TVs on the health platform, I
knew it was time for Frapps to develop its act. LG came up with
the logic that their TVsemit rays that actually soothe the eyes and
the body, and are 'bio refreshing'! All's fair in pitch and position-
ing, I reasoned. So, I said: "We need to build a long-term relation-
ship with the consumer. We are eroding our brand equity with for-
eign trips and gold coins; we should have a pull strategy, make the
consumer ask for it rather than the dealer pushing it; we should
have a strong servicing network, invest in company-owned exclu-
sive showrooms to promote our image of quality and service ..."

At the end ofthe presentation, the sales manager said:"Nahi
chalegaa!Sirfschemes ya foreign trips." And the rest of marketing
said: "No budgets for showrooms. Besides, benefits not measura-
ble." The sales head said: "Frapps is in the red this season; if we
want to remain afloat, sirfbecho! Ignore LG, Samsung and their
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ilk. Our product is selling only by pushing it on the dealer ...
nobody is even asking for it!"

Sinha said to me later: "Aarti, your ideas are nice, but I cannot
take a sales break to get to relationship building. If only the last VP
had thought about health and all that, we wouldn't be parrying
LG.Yet, I don't want to be the VP who took the company down to
last place. Maybe the guy after me can do that. I have to deliver a
good top line this season before the appraisal!" Recall man and
the short term.

The last straw on the camel's back happened yesterday
evening. Shruti, my younger sister, the saint of the family, was
gushing to me about some wonder drug her company had
launched for asthma. Her company is not one of those big names;
it's a small, hard-working, serious company. There I was trying to
scramble her an egg and she said: "I am going to call the doctors to
a conference; educate them about the drug's promise; send them
a monthly newsletter with new-age remedies and therapies; have
a toll free number for queries, refills, complaints; and focus on ed-
ucating the doctors ..."

I did a 'Frapps' on her: "Allthat won't work; no doctor wants to
learn more. Besides, they get good gifts from other companies-
torches, pens and diaries; you have to give them foreign trips, free
mobile phones." Shruti said: "But I don't want to bribe them, Iwant
to build a positive relationship with them, be a brand that they
trust, a brand which can be an intellectual partner! For that they
have to buy into the treatment's efficacy, they have to own it,Aartil"

I can't tell you how her words hit me. You have to have grown up
with us to know what I mean. Our parents were very ordinary,
simple folks. Life- despite its numerous problems - was always
brought down to a single denomination: believe in yourself. So
Shruti's words slapped me awake. Shocked me over the way my
environment had influenced me in such short a time to abandon
my natural gender instincts.

Women manage their ideals and ideas in evolutionary ways.
Men use 'gratification' as a tactical motivator. Yes, I reached
the glass ceiling because I was unable to imbibe Frapps' mas-
culine 'marketing approach'. But I was slowly adapting to that
same approach! OK, I am seen as a misfit owing to my gender.
But I realised that I was seeking acceptance - the old gender
insecurity. I am to blame for being unable to usher in the mar-
keting approach of my gender, the evolutionary, developmen-
tal kind. There are too few women at Frapps to drive such a
change. Worse, I had been brainwashed to believe that the 'male-
dominated' approach was right. So I have been an unwilling
learner, unable to climb the ladder, nor have I been able to usher
dynamic new thinking.

I quit this morning! •
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Gender Diversity
GAYATRI YADAV

The author is marketing director of General Mills India, the marketers of the Pillsbury brand in India.

A
NEWSPAPER article reminded me
of the diversity ofIndia. It read: "In-
dia has turned out to be a remark-
able country. It has a Muslim pre-
sident, who chose between a Sikh

and a Christian prime minister. Which
other democracy can boast of such secular
inclusiveness?"

This case examines the same themes of
inclusiveness and diversity, but in a differ-
ent context - the context of gender and
the workplace.

Aarti, until recently a disgruntled brand
manager, has just quit. The reason was a
classic 'Catch 22·... her promotion was in
limbo because she had no sales experi-
ence, and the company did not encourage
women in sales. It appears to her that the
system is "designed to make women unfit
for any growth at all".

Her disenchantment grows with the
fact that marketing did nothing more than
"sit and develop schemes for sales". She
asks the pertinent question: "Is this
branding?" This is a far cry from the mar-
keting-driven vision she signed up for.
She realises that she was not being true to
herself. so she quits.

My favourite philosopher, Socrates.
who remains the high watermark of hu-
man intellect, said: "The unexamined life
is not worth living ... the unlived life is not
worth examining." So, in good Socratic
tradition, let us examine the four issues
raised by this case.
• Gender: How are women different from
men in the workplace?
• Change: How do people 'learn' and
'unlearn'?
• Marketing: In a short -term world, who is
looking after the brand?
• Integrity: How far should I compromise
before I lose myself?

The gender issue, I must admit. is a gen-
der bender. To deny difference would fly in
the face of nature and nurture. To accept
difference could make us prey to the perils
of oversimplification.

What is required for sales and manage-
ment leadership in general? Are these tal-
ents exclusive to any specific gender? For
help. I studied the Centre of Leadership
Studies model, which states that there is no
one prescribed style of leadership. It is a
combination of task and relationship be-
haviour. The ideal balance is to strike a
high-task, high-relationship style. regard-
less of gender.

A manager's task is to set goals, organise
activities, measure progress and moti-
vate/develop people. Great managers
have little in common - they are of differ-
ent genders. ages and races. However, they
all share the vision of a catalysing role.
Men and women may approach this dif-
ferently, but this adds diversity and quality
to the outcome.

Aarti's questions are in the right vein, yet
even she falls prey to oversimplification
when she says that "women are evolution
driven, men are performance driven", and
risks losing her own objectivity. The chal-
lenge is not to see people as men or wo-
men. but as poor or great managers. The
same challenge faces India, to see beyond

A manager's task is to set
goals, organise

activities, measure
progress and motivate/
develop people. Great
managers have linle in
common - they are

01 different genders, ages
and races
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caste and community and align with a
larger national identity.

On the topic of change, Aarti refers to
Hofstede's theory of culture as "mental
software, built over time since childhood."
We learn by assimilation. The question is:
how do we unlearn?

I was surprised to learn the reasons
that are used to keep women out of sales
like "there is n9 women's toilet" or "how
will we go for an after-sales drink?" I must
aver from my sales experience in rural
Maharashtra almost a decade ago. The
rural retailer is more sophisticated than
most corporate naysayers think. They
wouldn't bat an eyelid as I, a woman city
slicker. would crawl out of a dusty sales
van and proceed to book an order - at all
times of day and night!

We need to question the dominant logic
and strive to create a paradigm shift.

I have no one solution, apart from the
fact that women will need to work hard
to establish credibility in sales. Some posi-
tive stories are emerging about FMCGs
aggresively recruiting women in sales to
promote diversity and better reflect the
consumer base.

For the marketing issue, I relate to what
someone once said: "Marketing is the root,
and sales is the fruit." Both are required to
build a healthy, vibrant business. Further,
we have to persist with a bi-focal perspec-
tive, which balances short-term and long-
term in the building of a brand.

The integrity issue though, is at the heart
of the case. Aarti had lost herself, and it took
her sister's enthusiasm and integrity to
bring her back. In the future, the decisive
thing will not be age or gender, experience
or skill- it will be integrity of character.

Evaluate people on character and per-
formance, not gender. Management is
linked to task and relationship, and the tal-
ents required are gender neutral. The dif-
ferences in style between men and women
should be celebrated as part of the diver-
sity that enriches life and work. •
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Being a pioneer
MAIANGI GOWRISHANKAR

The author is worldwide director of human resourcesfor Holset Engineering (a Cummins Group
company) in the UK

A
couPle of years ago, I attended a
stunning presentation by a Swedish
professor of marketing and business
strategy. It was simply titled 'The
Business of Attraction'. The point he

made was fundamental to the way we need
to think. All innovation, growth and idea
creation occurs with diversity of skills and
capabilities, and the focus of everything we
do is making ourselves, our product and
our services, attractive. To survive and
thrive in the business arena, organisations
need to focus on creating a truly diverse
workforce: one where similarities and dif-
ferences are valued. Equal opportunity is
not a 'nice to have'; it is a vital thing for both
growth and attraction.

That said, most organisations today also
subscribe to the philosophy borrowed
from GE's Jack Welch: "Control your own
destiny or someone else will." This is a way
of encouraging individuals to take charge
of their careers - not leaving it to the
'bosses' and HR to use time-tested tools
and techniques.

This is the dilemma at the heart of this
case study. Frapps pays lip service to the
concept of diversity and meritocracy, while
at the same time its women feel unable to
challenge the traditional approaches and
carve out a world for themselves.

The concept of women fighting to suc-
ceed in a male-dominated world is not just
an Indian thing - it exists around the
world, in young and old companies alike.
What makes the difference is where
women by their ability, integrity and con-
gruence are able to impact the way leaders
in the organisation think about them and
their capacity to grow.

After two decades in five companies,
roles and functions, I can say this: success,
growth and learning occur when there is a
spirit of partnership between the organisa-
tion and the individuals in significant posi-
tions of influence.

Demonstrating ability and asking for
opportunities is the key. It is about under-

standing and working the system, i.e.,
finding creative ways to make ourselves
attractive for the roles we seek. Consider
Aarti's position: she fought hard to make
the system 'listen' to her. But she could
have tried a more creative way of meeting
the organisation's requirements. For ex-
ample, if women are forced into market-
ing, make a business case for why you
need sales experience to be successful in
the marketing role. Create an agenda to
get the experience through regular travel,
build connections, talk the language of
the business. Then, at promotion time,
show that you have the knowledge and
skills needed, acquired the non-tradi-
tional way. It would be difficult to ignore
that experience.

Working the system needs courage and
determination. It also helps to identify
the influencers in the system who value
a diverse workforce. I have been fortun-
ate to have had a few visionary mentors

Working the system
needs courage and deter-
mination. It also helps to
Identlly the Inlluencers In

the system who value
a diverse workforce. The
ability to work the system
also creates a 'sale' plat-
lorm lor the organisation

and HR to take
a lIexlble approach
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in my career who.have nurtured my de-
sire for diverse experiences and growth;
they have rewarded me with further
growth and experience. The ability to
work the system also creates a 'safe' plat-
form for the organisation and HR to take
a flexible approach.

Perseverance and commitment are vital
for success. Given the way organisations
have evolved, men feel women are given
preferential treatment - almost a quota
system. Women feel that they have to be
masculine to even be noticed. There will al-
ways be power wars, battles for supremacy.
The challenge, however, is to move it from
a gender war to a war oftalent and capabil-
ity. If the organisation doesn't support it ,
someone has to be a pioneer.

I wish Aarti had not quit. She had begun
to lay the foundation for Frapps to think dif-
ferently. Had she persevered with a desire to
make a positive difference, she would have
forced Frapps to change. She should have
talked with more influencers than just
Sinha. In fact, she could and should have
gone right to the top. The focus is on creat-
ing and widening the circle of influence, of
being heard because you are part of the so-
lution and not the problem. She could well
have been the first woman sales manager
in Frapps, who would have made the dif-
ference for women in Frapps who seek
growth and success.

Finally, you need to be confident of what
you are doing, and why.

Being effective and successful is about
being authentic and congruent. Youdo not
have to be a macho male - you have to be
yourself and deliver results. Nothing
succeeds like results, and nothing helps
more than being yourself. It is about being
assertive - not aggressive. It is about
presenting a business case - not about re-
questing a handout. It is about working
with integrity - not being manipulative.
It is about believing you can compete
with the best because you are committed
to excellence. _



TAKE TWO

"Women tend to be far more conscious of the (return on investment'
on everything that they do. Consequently, she defines the bound-
aries of each role more tightly, editing out the pleasantries. This, to a
less sensitive person, could appear as if she is very exacting and
demanding!" says Archana Bhaskar to Ashish Khera in a long dis-
tance Net chat, to crack the gender debate.
Ashish: Hi Archie! Having known you for so long and
seen you toggle several things at a time, quite suc-
cessfully, getting your views on this topic will be
quite interesting.

Frankly, I don't subscribe to the point of
view that women are necessarily discriminated
against in work places .WhileAarti has built her
case around Hofstede's theory of power dis-
tance and masculine- feminine poles, I think she
has completely missed the point. It is about
choosing the right assignment based on your skills
and competency, and exceeding expectation on de-
livery,which is the only differentiator and is not necessar-
ilyfrom a gender bias.
Archana: I agree with you completely, and don't be so shocked to
hear this corning from a woman.

Ashish: I think Gayatri has got it right when she mentions that to
deny difference in gender would be to flyin the face of nature and
nurture. Granted that our culture could possibly instill different
values in men and women, I think it's about choosing right horses
for the courses. For instance, women in service industries equal, if
not outnumber, men and are indeed more successful. And this is
entirely because women have the right skills and aptitude and
mindset for the service sector. Therefore, there is a merit in taking
lessons from time-tested practices for choosing the right compe-
tency for the job. Sowhy such a hullabaloo when many women do
not fit the bill?I think that the entire discussion between sales and
marketing is only an attempt in self -justification ....
Archana: Hey,go easy pal.

Ashish: Seriously, I think Aarti's views on marketing being treated
lesser than sales is indulgence in self-pity. It's all about an organi-
sation balancing urgent vs important issues, and both are equally
critical for sustenance. It's just that short sales cycles and instant
results get the sales function an immediate audience and resolu-
tion. Aarti is confusing this with management considering mar-
keting as inferior. In some sense, she is also trying to convince
herself that it's not about her performance, but her gender and
function which is delaying her promotion. What do you think?
Archana: What you are saying could be true, but let us forget
Aarti for a minute. I think there is a bigger picture between all
that. Aarti's protest about gender bias or functional bias is, in
fact, an expression of a woman trying to live up to the expecta-
tions of multiple roles. Think about this - working women to-
day juggle many full-time roles: parent, wife, career person,
daughter-in-law, daughter. A man has corresponding roles too,
but in the name of career pressures, he can take temporary sab-

baticals from any of those. .
This means that women end up being more fo-

cused in what they do, by sheer necessity, to sur-
vive in a role. There is constant prioritisation
about what needs to be done first, what all
needs to be done across all roles. And depend-
ing on the moment and the situation, the calls
may be different - it could be simpledecisions

like not attending a conference out Oftown in
order to be with the family or bigger ones like tak-

ing a career break. I know of a very well 'regarded,
senior lady accountant with an MNC who took a

three-year break from her career when her son entered
the 10th grade, the same year as her daughter entered the 12th!
The truth is she knew exactly what she was doing, that's how fo-
cused she was.

Women have, therefore, tended to be far more conscious of
the 'return on investment' on everything that they do. Conse-
quently, she defines the boundaries of each role more tightly, edit-
ing out the pleasantries. This, to a less sensitive person, can ap-
pear as if she is very exacting, demanding or even insensitive at
times! But what really helps her toggle between roles is her own
natural make-up. Women are considered to be intuitive and prac-
tical, and they often use these strengths with great aplomb to deal
with dilemmas.

Archana Bhaskar,
HR director,

Unllever
Foodsolutlons
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Ashish: OK, that's a new analysis of the modern-day woman, yet
very interesting. Now, examine this: Aarti talks about women be-
ing more stable and loyal, and elsewhere she talks about two Those that have used the 'woman power' at work definitely see
women opting for marriage out of sheer frustration and moving the benefits.
out, and two others leaving the country. That makes it 4 out of7, Archana: Yes, in western societies where there is less rigid divi-
which is paradoxical I think. I think it is silly to conclude that sion of roles and fewer stigmas about men not working, it is far
women worry more about long-term while men are results ori- easier for women to manage in the work place. The men in these
ented and short-term in their approach. I am not aware of any countries have grown up with working women around them and
conclusive research on this, and cannot relate to it, given my one- often have working spouses too. Societies and governments
and-a-half decade of working in the FMCG and service sectors. make it easier - take the paternity leave for the father, that can

I also don't think the long-term theory is helped in any way by go up to several months in some Nordic countries. For men in
Aarti's choice to run away and hide. So while on the one hand, such societies, returning in time to pick up the children from
there is this talk about the difficulty to erase -------------- day care is part of life. Consequently, they do
cultural values, in the same breath she talks Women at work today not fix meetings that start at 5 p.m. Once
about Frapps' environment influencing her this happens, women are seen for the value.
natural inherent instincts. What's your are ollen living their they add to the team. With more and more
opinion? women working in India, one expects that
Archana: I don't agree. In fact, this lack of own ambitions as well this would be the way in the Indian work-
'role models' or living examples of working place too, very soon!
women in their lives affects men's attitudes
too. Many men at the workplace don't see as that 01their society's
the totality of women's roles. Women, espe-
cially in organisations where they are few, and lamily's, especially
are oddities for whom compromises have to
be made. their mother's. Most are

lirst generation women
workers.

This mindset transcends work and home, though the mani-
festations could be different. It is almost as if she is internally pro-
grammed to multi-skill. At work, it will result in more prioritisa-
tion, and maybe less 'investment' in general relationship building
(read general chat sessions, outside office dinners, random birth-
day parties, arbitrary 'hanging out' with the team, etc.), or focus-
ing on delivery in work- related interactions.

On the home front, she will edit out the frills and stay with the
big picture, which means retaining the spirit of things, while not
the form. For example, you may want to keep the spirit or culture
of Diwali. While you may not make the special mithais and nam-
keens at home, you would still do the pooja, do something special,
engage the children through the nanny in making the diyas,
painting them and later join in lighting them or even watching a
Ramayana DVDtogether!

Ashish: That is an interesting theory ... so tell me, how do women
toggle between these roles that easily? .
Archana: The women at work today are often living their own am-
bitions as well as those of their societies and families, especially
their mother's. Most of them are first generation women workers
and, therefore, almost all their learning is first hand - there is
rarely any role model available (this will change in the next gener-
ation as more and more women start working). You get the bal-
ancing act right through trial and error. You are trying to live with
the realities of the new world along with the ideals from your
childhood world, like the benchmark for spending time with chil-
dren is the mother who is available 24 hours. So, if that is the in-
herent starting point, there is 'guilt' of not being able to do so, and
then women try to find someway to make up for it.

Ashish: Well, actually some do. I have seen
many a woman colleague do wonders at
work. In fact, as you know, many progres-
sive organisations now have gender diver-
sity as a definitive deliverable for the CEO.

Ashish: Absolutely. I think a lot has already
happened in that direction, though the de-
gree could vary from segment to segment.
For example, among entry level women, the
stress of acceptance is almost negligible, but
at senior levels, maybe women continue to
have acceptance issues.
Archana: So Ashish, you have to do some an-
swering now! If women have had to negotiate
tradition on their way up, surely men, too,
have had to recalibrate their minds. So how
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do men manage the resultant dilemmas? Tell
me about the psychological aspects of being
a man in a woman's world!

"The men 01 my
lalher's era were juSI
Ihe enlry level men

who 'permiHed' women
10 work, yel had 10
make sure Ihallhe
overall image 01 a

woman as homemaker
was nol compromised"

Ashish: Ha ha. I am certainly not speaking
for other men. But let me tell you my own ex-
perience. I have worked in a manufacturing
organisation at the start of my career, which
was 14 years ago, where the diversity ratio in
those days was next to nothing. Then I
worked in an ITES set up where diversity is
indeed a matrix for measuring performance.
Honestly, it was a bit difficult to adjust in the
beginning - when I entered the ITES, I even
questioned/pondered over the utility of
driving gender diversity. Over a period of
time, I have had the honour and pleasure of
working with some wonderful women pro-
fessionals who are more intelligent, more
committed and more dedicated than their
male counterparts.

Having walked that road, I have this to say: yes, the process of
adjustment and acceptance of this unknown variable does cause
some discomfort in the initial stages if you come from a back-
ground where women do not work. Staying in denial causes more
problems. But what I have seen is that the period is brief, and soon
the benefits of having a diverse organisation become visible, and
trust me, it is a tremendous asset for any business.
Archana: But you did not answer the specifics in my question. As
women evolved, what recalibrations did you have to make in your
own mind? I mean, just as women have had to make habit
changes and negotiate tradition, what traditions do you think
men have had to negotiate?
Ashish: Interesting ... OK, let me begin at the beginning! I was
born in a family that had working women! Our women were en-
couraged to take jobs with the government to have a healthy
work/life balance. Hence, I was used to women doing 'not so pow-
erful' secretarial/clerical/teaching and other 'women-type' jobs,
which for those days was a social challenge. That was my mother
and aunt's generation. When my sisters studied, one graduated
from management school and both took jobs that demanded
commitment.

As one moved on, one dealt with women colleagues (junior
levels, 22-25 years) fresh from MBAschools, not so ambitious, no
long-term plans. When encountering these types of women for
the first time in the workplace, many men did think these women
were drifters, working for increasing their 'market value', with no

commitment, and so on. But a few years
down the line, one was seeing a completely
new image of these women and their drive.

The women today are extremely pro-
gressive, ambitious, 28 and unmarried (be-
fore you chew my head off, what I mean is
not conforming to traditional images), liv-
ing alone, assistant V-P, 6-8 years experi-
ence behind her and hungry for more, not
shy of making a statement, not worried
about "what will they say", just as much a
professional, if not more, as any male col-
league.

Today I see them doing better work for
me everyday. I think the evolution is com-
plete, and I think I am one of those who
could adjust to the change, probably be-
cause I was born into a household where all
the women worked, and I later went on to
marry a dyed-in-the-wool career-driven
woman! I see many around me who find it

difficult to adjust to the concept of working women. And these are
also people who get immensely bothered when a woman driver
overtakes them on the street!

I guess to each man, his own. As they say in the Hindi movies,
I have a ma-behen-biwi and even a beti! Honestly, they have influ-
enced my mindset. It is to their credit that they have grown out of
their cocoons and, equally, did not allow me to exist in one. So I
did change diapers as much as my wife did (honest) ... while my
mom continued to disapprove of it!

So here is where we men cope with tradition and negotiate it
gently. My mother, despite being a working woman, did not have
concessions made for her in her role as housekeeper, probably
because household economics did not allow a rupee to stretch
that much. So one did not have baby sitters, day care, servants,
etc., who took the load off a woman. Also, the men of my father's
era were just the entry level men who 'permitted' women to work,
yet had to make sure that the overall image of a woman as home-
maker was not compromised. See what I mean?

So my mom probably finds it startling when I share the par-
enting duties with my wife, because my dad did not, and mom
thinks it's not necessary! The point I am making is, it is a sign of the
times and we need to accept it as such. So men are having to play
the bridge between an emancipated mother who did not negoti-
ate tradition and a wife who is emancipated and for whom negoti-
ating tradition comes naturally!
Archie: Very interesting, Ashish ... •


